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1. Editorial / Foreword
The PIVOT project is based on the development of a
certain number of well-focused technological innovations
in five specific subsystems of the vehicles which, each and
all together, contribute to achieve the desired impact at
vehicle level and whole railway system level.
For rail vehicle manufacturers, innovation is very high
indeed on the agenda because it is one of the principal
ways to seek a competitive advantage, but it can add
development risk and increase cost, hence high interest,
low influence. With the help of the Shift2Rail programme,
the European railway industry is in a great position to
face this challenge through the biggest strength of the
European industry; innovation and to challenge the low
acquisition cost products generally offered from Asia.
However, the work performed in PIVOT aims to improve
the physical capacity of the vehicles, to increase operational
reliability by using of more reliable components and to
reduce LCC of the vehicle and to boost efficiency of the
rolling stock by improving in parallel passenger comfort,
improved access systems and insulation and reduction in
noise emission.

2. PIVOT in a nutshell
The PIVOT consortium includes 16 beneficiaries from 7
EU Member-states bringing together the main European
railway system integrators and sub-system suppliers.
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In addition, the consortium also benefits greatly from
the participation of Railway Undertakings, Infrastructure
Managwers and well-known European Research Centres.
Technological innovations will be developed in five
PIVOT key sub-systems (7 technical work packages):
Carbody (WP1 and WP2), Running Gear (WP3 and
WP4), Brakes (WP5), Doors (WP6) and Modular
Interiors (WP7). The work within each of these areas will
proceed in parallel, with the consistency and coherency
of each area’s contribution towards the overall benefit at
system level being continually ensured through regular
technical coordination at the Technical Management
Team (TMT).
The work within each of these areas will proceed in parallel
with the involved Open Calls – Mat4Rail, RUN2Rail and
FAIR Stations:
• Carbody (WP1 and WP2)
• Running Gear (WP3 and WP4)
• Brakes (WP5)
• Doors (WP6)
• Modular Interiors (WP7)
The structure of the work plan is designed around the
development of a certain number of well-focused
technological innovations in five specific subsystems of
rail vehicles which, each and all together, will contribute to
achieve the desired impact at vehicle level and indeed at
the overall railway system level.
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The project represents the opportunity to choose
some high-risk, innovative activities from the current
Shift2Rail work programme for development under
intensive collaboration as the right path for success. This
development provides a prompt start to the work towards
the full, longer-term Shift2Rail objectives.

3. Interview per TD
TD1.3 – The new generation of
car body shells
Have the initial ambitions of “your TD” been met with
exploitable results?
In PIVOT it was not expected to reach TRL comparable
to commercial operation. The results met the expectation
according to the planned schedule.
What are the impacts of the activities of “your TD” (in
direction of S2R or PIVOT or rail way…)?
The impact of the Carbody TD influences the reduction
of the costs of developing, maintaining, operating and
renewing infrastructure and rolling stock and increases the
capacity due to the dramatic reduction of weight. These
elements fully align with the S2R MAAP.

Could the activities of “your TD” be further developed?
If so, how ?
All the activities and demonstrators will naturally continue
in PIVOT2 to manufacture the demonstrators and make
the testing to validate all the results obtained in PIVOT.
One of the main research goals in PIVOT is the weight
reduction of the rolling stocks with the objective of
reducing the structural weight by 30%. There is a direct
relationship between the mass of the rolling stocks
and the energy needed to move it. Therefore, reducing
the mass will reduce the energy needed to move the
trains and, of course, reducing the energy will indirectly
reduce the emissions of CO2 in the atmosphere as
well. In general terms, the production of energy is highly
dependent on traditional hydrocarbons technologies. The
use of light materials as composites is very well known
in other industries, such as aerospace, but not so much
in the railway industry. There are many different technical
and non-technical aspects which must be analyzed for a
successful transition; the cost being the most important.
How will new materials change the new carbody
concepts?
The major impact of the new materials will be on
manufacturing. Future materials should bring new
manufacturing opportunities to make the process even

cheaper for the railway industry. The concept will still be
valid for new composites or metallic material.
Which is the biggest stopper for the introduction of
new carbodies on commercial revenue?
Railway system has always been very conservative;
therefore, modification of safety relevant component like
the carbody is seen as disruptive. This is the reason to ensure
that, during the development, all steps are undertaken with
the participation of rolling stock manufactures, operators,
composite manufacturers, standardization bodies, etc.
The technical stoppers are being tackled in the project and
the initial ones concerning fire, structural performance,
joints or impact are on their way to a solution.
The cost is controlled by the manufacturing process and
the limited number of resins/material available for railway
with structural application.
What is next?
Once the conceptual design of the different demonstrators
has been approved, partners will start the detailed design,
manufacturing test and tools design, the manufacturing
of all primary parts, and their assembly. At the end,
appropriate testing will be designed in order to check if
the manufactured results comply with the designed. All
these activities will be done in PIVOT2 from 2019 to 2022.
Will we have “composite trains” in the near future?
If all activities described above are successful, we will
have demonstrated that we have developed the technical
capacity to design and manufacture railway composite
components. Nevertheless, the certification aspects
which are being reviewed at the same time should be
taken in consideration. The standards should be modified
to incorporate the peculiarities of the composite. These
modifications could easily delay the objective of having
“composite trains” in the market in the short term.

TD1.4 – Running gear
Have the initial ambitions of “your TD” been met with
exploitable results?
In PIVOT it was not expected to reach TRL comparable
to commercial operation. The results met the expectation
according to the planned schedule.
What are the impacts of the activities of “your TD” (in
direction of S2R or PIVOT or rail way…)?

The impact of the Running Gear TD impacts the reduction
of the costs of developing, maintaining, operating and
renewing infrastructure and rolling stock, increasing capacity,
reliability and punctuality, reducing noise emissions and
vibrations linked to rolling stock and infrastructure.
Could the activities of “your TD” be further developed?
If so, how ?
All the activities and demonstrators will continue in PIVOT2
to test on track and prove all the benefits claimed during
the design stage of PIVOT.
How can big data/machine learning technologies
change the railway operation?
The new developments on machine learning and artificial
intelligence together with the availability of large amount
of data will allow changing deeply railway operations in
several aspects: security, operation, ticketing, etc. Within
PIVOT, the topic of railway maintenance has been
addressed trying to enable the transition from standard
preventive maintenance to a maintenance based on
the condition. For that purpose, systems to monitor the
health status of the different systems (track, suspension
elements, wheelsets, etc.) have been developed.
Railway system has been seen always a very
conservative… Could we see new technologies in the
near future?
Within PIVOT, advance technologies such as active steering
systems, active suspension or the use of lightweight
material in the running gear has been considered. It
has been proven that these technologies can improve
the railway dynamic behavior and reduce the damage
produced to the track. Several new systems have been
designed and tested in the laboratory and on track. We
hope that these systems will be introduced in conventional
vehicle soon.
One of the problems to introduce these technologies
on commercial product is that benefits are not clear…
This problem has been identified in PIVOT and to ease the
introduction of these technologies the development of a
Universal Cost Model tools will be developed in PIVOT2.
The aim of this tool will be to calculate the differential
life cycle cost between different solutions and, in this
way, the benefits brought by the new technologies could
be quantified. The idea is to develop a methodology as
simple as possible to be used broadly but as complex as
necessary in order to take in account all major costs with
the required accuracy.

TD1.5 – New braking systems
Has the initial objective of TD1.5 Brakes been reached?
The main objective of the Technical Demonstrator 1.5
Brakes is to develop novel braking systems and contribute
to the achievement of overall Shift2Rail’s mission of
increasing the attractiveness of railway by improving the
performance, reliability and punctuality, increasing line
capacity and reducing lifecycle costs.

Within PIVOT two variants of laboratory demonstrators for
electro-mechanic braking system have been developed:
one with conventional disk brake mechanics with hangers
as an interface to the bogie and the other one with
compact disk brake mechanics. Some of the advantages of
this systems are effective transfer of braking signal, better
diagnostics and fewer components leading to significant
reduction of system weight, energy consumption and
lifecycle costs.

In the last two years of PIVOT we focused on developing
innovative solutions in four research areas and the results
we achieved so far make us confident that TD1.5 Brakes
will reach its initial ambition by the end of the Programme
in 2022.
What are the main results of TD1.5 Brakes and their
impact on railway?
The requirement of railway industry key stakeholders to
reduce vehicle weight and lifecycle costs and technological
trends like electrification and vision of airless train drive
the development of innovative solutions to replace current
pneumatic braking functions with full electronic control.
Due to impact on safety functions like emergency brake,
the novel system and related electronic control have been
specified according to the highest safety level (global
SIL4). High SIL electronics task force built a laboratory
full-system demonstrator confirming the initial hypothesis:
research results include more accurate braking distances,
with an expected braking curve dispersion reduction of
circa 50%, unrivaled weight reduction of the overall brake
control system and reduction of 20% in Life Cycle Cost of
the brake control system. In addition, a first prototype has
been put in service on a real train, aiming to confirm the
laboratory results at the end of the S2R program, proving
the correct achievement of the initial targets.

High SIL electronics for braking system

Electro-mechanic brake demonstrator

Furthermore, new eco-friendly friction pairing is developed
consisting of cast axle mounted disc with adapted materials
(organic materials or mixed, sintered and organic) and
modular design brake pads. This novel solution reduces
weight by approx. 16% and wear by 55% with organic
flexible pads and even 84% with mixed flexible pads.
By increasing abrasion of the materials, longer lifetime is
possible which reduces LCC costs.
Currently, railway industry is facing the challenge of
very high costs for authorization. How is TD1.5 Brakes
contributing to cost-reduction and shortening of the
times for putting rail vehicle in service?
One of the major cost drivers for authorization of braking
systems at the moment is the necessity to perform
numerous comprehensive laboratory and on-train tests as
a final validation of the system performance. Within PIVOT,
we investigated the possibility to reduce authorization
costs by using simulation and developed a concept for
virtual validation and certification of braking system. The
proof of concept was done on WSP system by Wabtec and
Knorr-Bremse, both confirming the validity of proposed
approach.

How can the results of TD1.5 be deployed and/or
further developed?
The solutions developed within PIVOT will be the
basis for the work of Shift2Rail PIVOT2 that foresees
further development of these technologies with first
implementation as on-train demonstrators by the end of
2022.

• Accessibility:
- Vertical gaps between the threshold and the
platform: 20 mm
- Protrusions: 20 mm
- Offset at door threshold or at boarding aid end:
20 mm
• Door functions

TD1.6 – Innovative doors
Have the initial ambitions of your TD been met with
exploitable results?
TD1.6 is the first stage of the work to define the new
generation of Entrance System as targeted in the MAAP
of the Shift2Rail program. Further developments and
tests are necessary to have exploitable results with
higher TRL levels. Nevertheless, partial results will be
progressively proposed before the end of the Shift2Rail
program as, for example, the use of improved solution
for door leaves acoustic insulation, the use of illuminated
seal for passenger information, the use of new swinging
arm kinematic for sliding plug door locking and weight or
the use of additional sensors to improve the passenger
detection. Other developed solutions like thermally
insulated metallic-based leaves, composite door leaves,
accessibility solutions and new door functions for a longterm target of autonomous door for GOA4 driverless
autonomous trains will be only be brought to the market
at the end of the Shift2Rail program.

- Information: more visible and audible alerts and
information with infotainment capacity
- Obstacle detection (door): contactless passenger
detection allowing less traffic disturbances and
delays
- Obstacle detection (boarding aid): contactless
passenger detection allowing less traffic
disturbances and delays
- Virtual push button: till automatic detection with
passenger recognition
- Gap measurement: accurate vertical and
horizontal gap measurement for boarding aid
tuning.

The results are summarized in the figure below:

What are the impacts of the activities of your TD in
direction of Shift2Rail and Railway?
There are multiple impacts of the activities in TD1.6 that
can be estimated or measured thanks to the key point
indicators of the TD1.6 or Shift2Rail that have been
created to measure the impact of our activities. Especially,
we continuously measure the impact in term of acoustic
attenuation, thermal insulation, weight, accessibility and
passenger information.
The targets are:
• Thermal insulation: Ust = 3.3 W/(m2.K)
• Acoustic attenuation: Rw = 35 dB for near term and Rw =
38 dB for long term
• Weight: 160 kg for the door leaves and the operator and
250 kg for the boarding aid.

Key performance indicators of TD1.6

Could the activities of your TD be further developed?
If so, how (additional time / resources, more detailed
experimentation, envisage new approaches…?

the second stage was dedicated to preparing the next
steps (PIVOT-2) and building all the data required to start
developing concepts in the best conditions.

During the project, economic and technical aspects
have been continuously considered. The development
of the selected innovations and products have reached
minimum TRL3 meaning that further developments and
tests are necessary in the PIVOT2 project.

The actions for Interiors:

At the end of PIVOT, the development of an improved
leaf for acoustic attenuation, thermal insulation and weight
needs to design and test the 3 selected solutions based
on a new architecture of the filling materials, the use of
non-metallic materials for the structural elements and new
sealing solutions.
Based on the results of PIVOT, the composite leaves will be
developed in PIVOT2 based on the concept and process
selected at the end of the first phase.

• definition of attractiveness for railway (by the Roll2Rail
WP6 program)
• definition of modularity and priorities
• realization of a reference of cost and time by a design
to cost study
• identification of the main opportunities
• technical watch of technology to allow the plug&play
for mechanical and electrical systems by members or
the Open Calls
• consolidation of the KPIs of S2R for TD1.7
The actions for Cabin:

Both door leaves solutions will be integrated in a complete
entrance system that will be also optimized allowing the
measurement on the global performances according to
defined criteria.

• definition of a common vision of the cabin of the
future

A different approach is necessary for the development of
the new door functions. If a theoretical study is necessary
to check the feasibility and if the algorithm can be tested
on a desk or a test bench, an event database is necessary
to prove the real working of the developed functions in
the environment. That means that on-line tests will be
performed to create a database and to test the functions
in operation.

• identification of the knowledge allowing the
development of new concept

Considering the economic and market data but also the
technical and operational impacts on the train and the
complexity of the solutions, a new approach has been
decided regarding accessibility issues to allow an easy
and independent access especially for people using
wheelchairs. Studies focused on protrusions and offsets
will be performed in PIVOT2.

TD1.7 – Train modularity in use
Have the initial ambitions of your TD been met with
exploitable results?
The first aim of PIVOT was to identify the ‘playing field’ and
build the data necessary for the emergence of concepts.
The first stage of PIVOT clarified the definition of our work;

• realization of 3 roadmaps for the next 2, 5 and more
than 5 years

• identification of the first opportunities of new
technologies
At the end of PIVOT we have a consolidated a reference
and focused detailed topics to be further developed during
PIVOT-2 : modularity of the layout and modularity of the
atmosphere to reduce the global time to change the units
and ideally reduce the red to the blue level.
We keep the KPIs to reduce by two the global cost and the
global time to change a complete layout.
For Cabin, after the innovative workshop in the first stage
of PIVOT, it was necessary to build a roadmap of actions
to allow the ideas to be realistic. We have defined the
resources needed to succeed and how the Open Call
2019 could help us build the necessary data.
What are the impacts of the activities of your TD in
direction of Shift2Rail and Railway?
There are two main impacts: reducing by two the global
cost of rolling stock’s interiors design and increasing the
attractiveness of the railway by increasing by two the
capabilities to build new layout quickly at an acceptable
cost.

The impact for Interiors:
• Reduce the global cost to change the interiors design
by reducing the mounting/dismounting time and the
cost to produce the “tube”
• Increase the attractiveness of the railway with a new
capability to create new layout and atmosphere. The
goal is to reduce the economic risk to propose new
interiors design and therefore offer new opportunities
to the marketing services.

4. Conclusion
PIVOT started by considering the high-level motivation for
the whole Shift2Rail undertaking and looked at the key
facet of capacity, reliability and Life-Cycle Costs. It then
applied these considerations to all of the mechanical
TDs within IP1. The demarcation of these TDs uses the
usual functional breakdown to address innovation at the
subsystem level.

The impact for Cabin:
• Reduce the global cost to build a driver’s cabin by
means of new technologies and new ways to drive
and make it evolutive during the life of the train
• Increase the attractiveness of the railway with a
cabin designed for GOA2 and GOA3 and help reach
automatization
• Offer new uses of the driver’s cabin with the capability
to become a passenger room if it is not used in Driving
mode
• Increase the experience on board for passengers or
increase the capacity without reducing the comfort or
increasing the length of the train.
Could the activities of your TD be further developed?
If so, how ?
PIVOT built the basic data and we now need to continue
the technical watch and go further to identify the key
factors of cost. The resources of PIVOT-2 and the Open
Call 2019 will be used to imagine and develop concepts
in real scale 3D models and build mock-ups. As of 2020,
we will have first concrete results, even if the real target
is 2022.

PIVOT did a big step forward delivering the innovations to
the market. Underpinned by the motivation of the PIVOT
Project consortium to make available the results which will
be required for carrying out of the planned research work
within IP1 and the cross-cutting themes and activities of
Shift2Rail. Indeed, this project provides some important
initial outputs to be fed into the follow up project PIVOT2
and to remove any barriers to the success of the planned
research within the initiative.
In order to achieve the intended impact, the PIVOT Project
consortium disseminated information about the project’s
objectives, activities and results to a wide variety of
stakeholders throughout the rail sector and beyond trough
publishing deliverables and presenting the progress in
different events and conferences.
You are very welcome to contact the coordinator or the
work package leaders for further information and to visit
the project web site: http://projects.shift2rail.org/pivot
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